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TH& PRESID.::!NT' S PAGE

Mrs. Grey did not write a page for this issue. She sent a note
to say that due to the pressure of business and personal matters she
cannot devote the time to the Presidency that the job should have
and has s~bmitted her resignation. I know we are all sorry to hear
this; Peg has been a good worker since our founding.
So I am filling this page as Edi tor anci. a fonner president and
member of the Board. It will not be a cheerful piece. There is no
denying that we need workers. Our hardworking Secretary, Mildred
Johnson, has informed us that she must resign as of the end of the
year; thi s illakes two major vacancies to be filled. And there are a
number of vacancies on the roster of Gommitteeships, not all of which
show up in the listings; some of those chairmen are holding the jobs
until we can find replacements for them; others are Willing to keep
on but they need assistance. It is possible that one or other of our
Vice-Presidents will take over the Presidency- that would replace one
vacancy with another.
What are you going to do about it?
For ten years now the officers and board have been begging for
volunteers for just about every kind of job the Society has to offer.
I could count on my fingers those who did off er. We have been able to
get a few wokkers by a mixture of bege;'i.ng and wheedling. And what is
true of the managemdnt is equally true of the publication. Look at
your old copies and the recent ones, and see how few new names there
are in the later ones. This issue was largely put together by that
rare bird, a volunteer- but he has had to depend ver3 largely on the
old familiar names. Most of us 'old hands' are written out anci. need
to be turned out to pas~~re for a couple of issues to come up with
new and fresh reading matter; meanw:..ile new writers must fill their
places.
To be blunt, if you sit on your hands, the Society for Siberian
Irises is just about dead. Are you going to be brave, get out your
notepaper, and offer to do something? Or are you going to sit there,
and complain that nobody (else) does anything?
You do not have to be an expert; none of us were when we started
out. You can and will make mistak"s; the Society has survived ours and
it will yours. But it cannot survive the lal:k of volunteers ~ith
fresh minds and new approaches- indeed it cannot survive without some
people to take on bhe jobs that are standing vacant. And I must
emphasize that we need workers! not title-seekers; we have had a few
of those and they are worse than no help- their names in the list can
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prevent someone else who would do the job from making the offer.
Some of the jobs .would take perhaps an hour a month; others might
call for the equivalent of a month out of the year. Most would fall
between these extremes. If you don't know what you could qualify for
Write and tell us how much time you could spare, and such oth~r
matters as whether you type, whether you have had experience in any
capacity in other organizations, whether you are good at flgures,anything that might occur to you as possibly having a bearing.
And if you can't take on a job, couldn't you write a few lines
about your experiences as a grower of Siberians?- what you have liked
and what y:iu have dislL-<ed of the ones you have seen, problems you
have come across and solutions you have found, varieties you have had
difficulties with and those which 'grow like weeds' for you.
And, didn't ~ take any black-and-white snapshots of any
Siberians this yea:r? We could use some clear, contrasty shots to n,,;,
lus trate and ornament our publication.
Now to change hats: I cannot begin to thank Kevin Vaughn for
the job he has done in putting together the bulk of the articles for
this issue. At this point I don't know whether we will have any :toom
for the final section of the Check List; the material at hand has to
be typed uniformly and it may not be as bulky as it looks at present!
But i t certainly looks like a full issue. This is not Kevin! s only
.contribution to the Society. Again this year, he and Bee Warburton
have put on an auction for the Siberian and Japanese irises plus
other beardless kinds; our _share of the proceeds was over $350. Bill
KcGarvey's Financial Report is just below. We may be wobbling in other
ways UQt financially we are in the best shape ever.

.- . .- .- .- .- .
~

Financial ..Report:
Balar.ce as of ~lay 18 1971
Receipts from Auction

$607.09
359.00

subtotal
Payment for earlier printing bill
plus postage to apply to this

966.09

Balance as of Sept. 16 1971

816.09

150.00

William McGarvey, Treasurer.
Note: th~ re are some expenses to be paid out of this balance and it
of course does not cover expenses for this isfll;le.
- 4 -
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NOT~S

ON HYBRIDIZING

SIB~NS

Aa Gladys Wiswell
.dlas t Arlington, Vt.

I hesitated at first to comply with Kevin's request that I write
about my wor.k with Siberian irises, for I have had no particular
training, and my wor.k was at first hit-or-miss, cut-and-try. But
perhaps some will be interested.

I began hybr idizing about 40 years ago , when my children were
small; for several reasons, among them that I had four lively boys
and did not get very far away from the house. I'd like to quote Dr.
Angelo Freeborn; when I asked her why she worked ao DIUchwi th plants,
she said "Because they repay me with so I:IUCh pleasure" and then added
"and they don't talk back!"
A friend started me gardening. I kept putting her off but one
when she came, I was caught. The vegetable garden was being plowed.
and she 5~ggested that I have them plow a small plot near the house
for myself, and she would pr ovide the plants. She ga¥e me primroses,
bleeding heart. oriental poppies, a few daylilies, and irises- the
old· fragrant blue Princess Beatrice, cream-colored flava, and two
.Siberians, White clnpress and an unnamed blue. I was enamored of the
white, and wished I knew how to increas its size.
da~

Later I became acquainted with Mrs. Neszni th, of Fairmount Iris
Gard,ms, anP. she told me she had a red Siberian, so I bought Red clnperor. I made two crosses: Red ~peror on lrihi t<:J clnpress, and Red Bmperor on the unknown blue. From these crosses came Carrie Lee, named
for my mother, and Claret. They stayed here all theseyears becaus e of
the unusual colors.
About fifteen years ago Mrs. Nesznith asked me to send her divisions of them to evaluate. After two years s he asked if she could·
introduce them. One of their pleasing qualities is that t hey are lowgrowing, and huge bouqul!lts in bloom; Claret is not as free-flowering
as Carrie Lee. I don't know just when Sapphire Bouquet came into
existence, but again, thi s is a huge blue bouquet in bloom. All
multiply rapidly. Since th<ly we r~ introduced t he demand has kept me
too short of plants to advertise t hem.
I was still looking for larger flowers, and again from Mr s .
Nesznith I bought ~c the Red, so prolific for me that I di scarded
it, after I had used its Pollen on Sapphire Bouquet and getting the
Peculiar Tokay grape shades. I sel ected two of t hese, almost identical, a shade or two dif f erent and again fo rming huge low bouquets.
These two were s ent under number t o the Wichi ta Conve~ tion; if they
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perfonned well t hdre they will oe naned. I feel that too free naming
and introducingwoulc end up in a mass of 1001£-alikes, and create all
the confusion there is today in Eemerocallis.
Still looking for larger flowers, and still using White .ri:mpress,
I decided that wilh all the queer crosses happening since the atomic
blasts, I would try Tall Bearded on Japanese and Siberian iri13es. I
got one, a blue monstrosity, which was six feet tall, and had a typical Japanese iris bloom. It lived a while and then gave up the ghost.
The other cross, a yellow TB on White &npress, set seed but only one
Plant came up, wI'.ich I watched carefully. After two years, it produced
a butter yellow bud. I waited for it to bloom before moving it, which
it resented very much. I've moved it twice since, and each time it has
sulked by waiting two years to bloom. It did r.mltiply. The bloom, a
typical Sioerian, is a pale yellow when fully open, but there the
resembl anc.:: ends, for the foliage, wide for a Siberian, is about half
the width of the TB, and the flower spacing is zig-zag, like the pollen parent, not top-blooming. To myself I called the plant Amazement,
but I think it sho:.1.ld be Amazing. It is perfectly hardy, has had no
spacial care as I have been ill so much of the time, and it has had:
to fight both grass and weeds to survive. At present I have only seven
plants, but there should be guod increase this year. Having no scientific knowledge, I have no idea of the pollen count, but so far the
plant is sterile both ways. The pollen being hard and grainy, I have
tried taking it fro!!! the unopened bud and rolling it between my
fingers to break it up, have dridd it, taken it early and late, all
to no effect. The pollen has set no seed on any plant it was used on,
nor has the plant set seed.
I am stilltrying to get larger flowers, selecting and discarding,
but so far my goal- has eluded me. For as long as I am able to work,
I shall continue.
(Note from Kevin Vaughn: Plea;;e note the corrected· parentages: Carrie
Lee is White .c!mpress x Red &nperor and Claret is Unknown blue x Red
.ri:mperor.)

. - .- .- .

B. Sarah Tiffney
Sharon, Mass.
I have been crossing Siberians for quite a number of years, and
this is an informal summary of my results. It is an- extension of the
report I made in SSI in November 1967. Most of my work has been Qn
flower color in the 28-chromosome group, our common garden Siberian
hybrids which are descended from Ii. sibirica and BaZl4plinea. The 40chromosome group is another matt er and I will discuss it briefly at
the end.
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In the 28-chromosome Siberians there are three major petal colors,
blue, red and white. Blue (or if you pref~r, biue-purple) is dominant
as one would expect since it is the common wild color. To my eye all
the purples and blues constitute a single series of gradations of one
pigment, concentratdd ana saturated in the deep purples, more dilute
in the lighter purples and medium bluds, and still more dilute in the
pale blues. Red (which as we know is not really red but a wine ·color)
and pink; which is really lav.:nder-pink, are to my eye another gradcid
series of oq:...pigment, al though this series is not quite continuous
as is the blue one- there is a gap between the paler reds like Carrie
Lee and the pinks. The third color is white; in our garden Siberians
we are accustomed to thi.s: .:hetng pure white without any admixture of
other color. I am not, of course, speaking of the signal patch colors
here, but only of the colors of the blades of standards and falls.
Blue-purple iS dominant and white is recessive to it. Quite a
number of byrbidizers have gotten a IlU.II\ber of whites from blue parents, especially from medium or light blue parents. I think by now
the assumption is justified ~that the recessive gene for white which
is carried in these blue plants has a dosage effect and that its
presence makes the plue parent's color come paler. I therefore think
it reasonable to say that one might get recessive whites by seifpollinating or crossing any medium or pale blue parents.
I ran a blue x white cross ·once and got the classie Mendelian
pattern of all blue in the fir11t generation, and three blue to one
whitci in the second- so this white seems to be a simple Mendelian recessive.
In crossing garden hybrid:::whi tes with each other, I have always
gotten whites and nothing else. This is true of White Swirl x Snowcrest and a number of other crosses. I have to point out, however,
that I think most of ou.r gard.an whites are of predominantly L. S&n:'!·:
guinea blood (or should I say ' sap'?) and t hat it is the saDgoUinea
white gene we are dealing with; the white of I. sibirica is a different thing, which I will discuss later.
Red is recessive to blue. Crossing a red and a blue gives a
first generation of all blues ( t l:is is assuming that there was no
recessive red concealed in your blue parent). The interesting thing
here is that the blue progeny all have a reddish tinge, which may
result in a rich purple if the blue is deep, a somekhat muddy
effect if the blue is medium, or a suggestion of lavcinder if the
blue is pale. The recessive red gene has a dosage effect, adding a
reddish tinge to the flower color~ Knowing this, one ought .to be
able to get reds by self-pollinating irises with reddish-blue
coloring, such as Zest and Zerita. In the second generation the

q
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colors red and blue segregate again. I have made several test crosses
of these Fi plants oack to the red parent and obtained the expected
result of approximately equal numbers of blue and red proge~. Red
also seems to be a simple Mendelian recessive (the best kind!) In
crossi!l£ red x red I have always gotten more reds (except for led Emperor, which is anomalous and which I will discuss later). Dr. McGarve7 has described reds carI"'Jing recessive pinks, but mine were all
homozygous for red.
The genetics of pinks in Siberians has been worked out and described by Dr. I>'. cGarvey in his admirable paper in the AIS &llletin of
Oct0bdr 1961. lie s,,owed, among other intaresting things, that pink is
recessive co red in the si~ple Mendelian pattern. I have not dona any
work in this line, except for crossing pinks with pinks which gave
mor~ pinks as expectad. Those I have seen so far
could perhaps do with
more size and variety of form. They ranged from a pearly lavender-pink
(being precisely halfway between ttose two colors) to al~ost white,
and it is strange that they do not range in the other direction to
deeper pink and red.
I have not crossed pink with blue. I assume that in such a cross
the pink would act just as red does, as a recessive to blue, since I
consider pink the same pigment as red but in a more dilute form.
Both whita and red are recessive to blue; so what happens when
we cross white and red? We gdt a row of blues- no whites, no reds;
this is the result that most hybridizers have gotten from a white x
red cross. t!here have been so~e reports of pink and red from such a
cross ·au t I have not seen. it (Note: Mi tsou ( Ziepke 1964) , lavende~
pink~ and Carrie Lee (Wiswell 1963), light rose red, are examples of
white x red giving reds and pinks; Mrs. Tiffney was not aware that the
parentage previously given for Carrie Lee was incorrect- K. V.) To
me the result of all blues from a red x wni te cross means that two
factors are necessary to make blue, that one is present in the white
flower and the other in the red flower, and blue does not appear until both are combined in the same flower. When I self-pollinated one
of these forst genetation blues, the result was 2 whites, 6 _blues
and 2 reds, a close approximation of the expected Mendelian ratio ~f
1-2-l for segregation; although I am the first to point out that
these numbers of plants are inadequate for proper study.
Pink crossed to white acts like red. A pink x white cross gives
all blues in the first generation, rather light blues with a lavender
tinge from the dosage of the pink component.
Over the years I have cooked up a theory of inheritance for these
garden Siberians wi:ich accounts for most of the facts that I have
- 8 -
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observed; there are a few exceptions which I will get to later. T'.ais
theory is a pretty good approximation of the Occam's Razor principle
in that it is the simplest explanation I can wor~ out to account for
my results. I am well aware, however, that it is only a working hYPothesis, and I am not sure that when these il!lheritance patterns are
fully worked out, t ney will turn out to be not thus, but otherwiseand more complica~ed, no doubt! Anyhow, the scheme I propose is entertaining, and one can waste a lot of happy time with it, drawing littlti diagrams and ·saying, "Let's see now, if this is so, then thus and
such should follow".
I suggest that the results described in the pages above can be
explained by hypothesizing three pairs of genes:
B- dominant, blue, and

b- its recessive, red
C- dominant, color or pigment (either~. red or pink) and

c- its recessive, lack of color or pigment,
~

~

dominant, saturated or deep or intense color,' and
&- its recessive, pale or light color.

For i nstance, any white iris lacks dominant C, and any red iris
lacks dominant B (which would make it blue if present). 'tlhen we combine
red and white and get all blue flowers, we. are recombining Band C.
If thi s scheme i s true, then the .white irises we have used must carry
BB, and the reds' must carry CC.
The last pair of genes, S and s, provides my explanation for
pink being recessive to red. A pink iris must be bb and ss, and either
CC or Cc. If we could get a pure white from selfing or crossing pinks,
it would be a homozygous recessive for all three sets of characters,
and that would be useful! (One can go on like this for days.)
If we assume t !;at each gene of these three pairs has a dosage
effect, as at least two of them can be seen to have, then we have a
way of accounting for quite a .range of tints and intensities.
The virtue of a working hypothesis such as this, even if it is
not true, U that it stimulates the imagination and gives one a framework and direction, and suggests crosses to try. Whatever the results
in terms of this theory, the long term result is bound to be an i n~
crease in our knowledge.
Miscellaneous Notes:Whi te Edges: Nora Distin and Kenogami are purples with very narrow
white edges. I had a blue seedling once from Gatineau that also showed

~

II
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them. I have crossed all t hree, b ... t ..-hile the progeny also have white
edges, they a re no mor ~ marked than those of the parents.
Qliilled form: I have observed over the y ears a number of what I have
called. the "QUilled Fo:ra", will.ch Dr. HcGarvey calls the "Spatulate
For:a" in hls i r. te res tinc; article in 'l'he Siberian Iris of October,
1968. As he says, it occurs only i n whites, S\lggesting linkage, and
it occurs in va.r.ious degrees. In the most pronounced of mine the petals are so narr ow and upcurled on the edges that they are almost
quills. I have J:-.:ad t hem from various parE:lnts, including a very bad
one from WLi te Swirl x unknown, and I foink they are not really
uncoUllllon, ou.t they are di s carci.ed as soon as t i"iey appear. I once read
a state~ent to the effect that you can.~ot get a bad seedling from
White Swirl, but tni s is not so.
The Red ..:.mperor ?roblem: I know of two exceptions to my theorf of
color inheritance as expounded here. The first is rted .:!mperor, a
very tantalizing li tth iris in its history an<i. i mpliications- but
that is another story. The point at isS\le here is that it is red,
although more bluish than the other reds, and wh~n self-po1linated
it has given me both rdd ·and blue progeny in about equal numbers. I
am repeating thi s cro s s because the numoe rs are not large and there
is always t h., possioili ty of mi s tMes a nd mixups- but tills i s the
only red I r..ave s een that gives any blues when self-pollinated. One
would say that it is heterozygous, carr1ir.g both blue and red genes,
but then accor<i..ir.g to my theory it should be a blue flower. I begin
to woEd~r of I. si birica blood has somdthing to do with this?
The ;·,Thi te I. si birica QUestiOn: The second exception is a more definite thing, anci. is clearly a.~d specifically a case of I. s101I"l.ca
ceing different. I suggeste~ this possibility in my report of 1967,
anC. I now have data on it. As stated in thd first portion of this
article, in our co::-.:ion garden hyori<i.s wrii te x white has always given
me wrii tes ami notriing else: ti::iat is, these wr...i tes are homozygous
recessive for whites, (recessive genes cc, lack of color) and so
produce only more whites. I have come to think that these whites are
derived fro m I. sanguin.-a. This is not unreasonable because the
albino form of I. san~--uinea, of wnich Snow Queen is an example according to the C'.1eck List, is a very p·ura, clear white and a relatively
large flower, oott charact~ristics which growers would naturally
select i n s eedlings . The albino form of the species I. sibirica, on
the other i::ianci, is represented ow the old Lactea; I have not seem it
(it i s not popular or wici.ely 5rown) bu t I have seen seedlings which
answer its description. Tnese albino sitiricas are small flowered in
the sioirica manner and arc not pure white. They have an infusion of
cream in t:r.e petals anci. a cielicate tracery of gray-blue in the throat
along with t.t.e i:ignal-pa tch yellow. They are attractive to people who
- 10 -
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like small grac.,ful fl owers, but would get lost in the race for size
ana strong color. Anyway, when I crossed these two kinds of whiteSB.Il§uinea type white and sibirica type white, I got all blues. T:-. is
was t he result frow crosses of the si oirica whites with Snow Queen,
Snowcrest and White Swirl. All t he progeny werd raediu.~-pal e bl ues
witt a small flowered, tall, branched sibirica look. When self-pollinateci. ti:iey produced a s econd generation of one white and several
blue-flowered plants. As a r esult of all t his I ratter think that
most of our garden will. tes are sanguinea whites, and that tte g,:netic
behavior described in the main portion of this article applies to
sa.'lguinea whites. Thls leads me to wonder if the blue of sibirica
behaves like the blue of sanguinea- and the red? For that matter,
which does the red come from, or does it come from both? I wonder
if the peculiar performance of Red &nperor might be explained in
terms of sibirica ancestry? Actually we do not know too much about
either of these species, their range of characteristics and their
behavior. It would be most desitable to have many mord extensive
collections made fro ~ the wild in various areas, and cardful studies
made of them.
The Forty-~hro~osome Group: These irises have been classified in the
Sibiricae for years but as you all know they are quite distinct fro m
our 28-chromosome friends. In my opinion they are no clo ser to the
25-chromosome group than ar.; the Californicae, and I thillic they
should be classed as a separate series. However, we still have them
as Siodrians, and we al so havd the problem of what to call them; tr.is
28 and 40 business is very awkward. I unders tand t hat some members
are working on this problem, and I should like to suggest a name for
consideration. The v.;ry bes t woulc be "Chinese Irises" for they are
all C.t:.inese in origin except clarkei which has a solid stem and is
debatably a member; but this name is impossible because it has already
been used by .Dy;ces and Lawrence as Series Chinense for a group of
obscure little apogons of which I. minuta is the type. Therefore I
suggest what seems to me to be the next best na:ue, Oriental Irises.
The only objection to this name is that I. sanguinea (one of the 28chroruosome species) was formerly called I. orientalis but the name
sanguinea seems to be general ly accepted and used now. Anyway we do
need a name for them, and I hope it will be descriptive, and not jus t
an arbitrary thing. (Maybe "Chinese Siberians"? That is better than
"40-chromosome group", if not much shorter.) I like "Garden Siberians"
for the 28-chro~osorae group.
I have made just two controlled crosses in this group of irises,
Of two "Leopard" types with a red form of I. chrysographesJ in both
cases all progeny were red, a paler red than the chr;ysographes parent.
Leopard types are not uncommon; they are pale yellow flowers covered
with dots or little streaks of gray-blue; they are I think hybrids
- 11 -
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with bot'" yellow and blue in their oackground. I could. not attempt to
guess which species went into them; all the 40-chromosome species
cross freely. I hope someone else is working out this group. In any
case the result of t hese crosses is unlike anything I have seen in
the 28-chromosome g-Youp, and I can only conclude ttat the 40-chromo~
somers are diff~rent. This conclusion is rather surprising, for I
have found the general partern of the 28-chromosome Siberians in a
number of' other kinds of beardless irises, and I intend to record my
findings for the AIS Bulletin shortly.
(Note: At the Wichita meeting the opinion was that all we need to do
is say 28 chr. or 40 chr. But it isn't such a mouthful with "Chinese
Siberians" aLhough I think it would be good to put both common name
and chrowosome count in the regi s trations until people learn the
common nawes. With the conversion to tetraploidy it will be extremely
complicated to work with chrowosome numbers in speaking, and that'a
not even considering interseries crosses. By this same chro:nosome
labeling we woulci. call the SDBs 40-chromosome i-led.ians, which is just
as ridiculoL., S .s.s 40-chro:nosome Siberians. As :nembers of the Registration Com;:n.ittee Sarah and I have taken a stand but we are willing to
listen to arguments pro and con.
(To me it seems that all the pinks are dirty whites; in fact they have
been dt>scribed to me as 'wishy-washy' which is a rather apt description. "Caesar's Ghost" which is from Si birica Alba, has a definite
lavender flush- more dirtied-up? Both the pinks and the sioirica
whites are recessi~e to reds and when crossed to the sanguinea whites
ooth give blues. If the pinks are j:ist dirtied whites it would explain
why there are no deep-colored ones. Just how much can you dirty a
white? The pinks frora dil ~ ting the reds are certainly brighter and
better- I mean the Carrie Lee color- although I have yet to get them
much lighter than Carri~ Lee; though I have one that is a lavenderpin.~ fro~ Carrie Lee (a bee pod; sorry, kids!) so prehaps it is possibli: to get pinks by diluting reds.)

.- . - .- .

C: D. Steve Varner
!'1onticello, Ill.
My professional training and schooling were in animal breeding
and feeding, but W. W. II injurias chang,,,d my work frombreeding puraored cattle and swine to a job in a laboratory doing . research, I~
avocation became flower-breeding, with Irises and tetra Hemerocallis
predo;ninating althoubh I have produced so ~e beautiful Peonies and
one Clematis.
We bloom an average of 6000 new iris sdedlil1€s each year, mostly
TE, b~t including BB, IB, SDB, and Spurias, and with over 2000 firstbloom Siberians thi s year.
I have introduced Tealwood, a 'flat• deep purple which wo a the
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Morgan Award in 1964, and Illini ~core," a .white with lilac tint and,
notably, two descending alternating branches and a total of 9 buds.
These two predominate in my screening crosses . Cloyd Sensenbaclil of
White Haven, Pa., and I exchange seedlings with extra branching, and
his Little Tricolor has been a good parent with mine. These are all
28-chromosome Siberians .
I have been breeding for smoothness of color, branching, substance, and personality. It is difficulj to get all of these in one
plant, so much of my work is in establishing dependable parents that
pass on one or more of ·the desired traits. D.le to the lack of pedigre_e
data on most of our Siberians, it is difficult to plan successfully
a cross with any degree of certainty of achieving the desired goal.
White Swirl has no pollen here (Note: see Warburton article- K.
and has set no seed to date. Tealwood is Caesar's Brother selfed.
Now don't tell me that isn't the right data, because at the time I
made the cross Caesar's Brother was the only Siberian iris here, and
it was over a mile to the next known possible parent. Insects aren 't
normally a problem here; I hear of the bee pods others have, and am
thankful I rarely have a pod if I don 't apply poiblen. Since Tealwood
hcis only two anC. sometimes a single bud on a branch, it has been
criticized for low bud count. Illini .!!ncore, which is 3/4 Tealwood,
has a surprisingly good stalk, but this branching is not easily
passed on. In this year's seedlings from I got seedlings with t er.ninal of 2 buds and 2 descending branches with only on.: bud each, for
a total of four. I expect to add more buds per socket in succeeding
generations; hue why did _I get four buds from two parents with a
thirteen-bud total between them? On paper, there should be at least
six. I suspect that the tendency of Si berians to pr opagate by bee
pods in the past, probably being selfed, has something to do with the
stable bud count.

V.)

I will describe some of my se.:dlinga to show what various crosses
produced this year (lt71):

112

(~irouette x Tealwood) 2 buds, medium purple, $ilver-dollar size
falls, little signal.
177 (Sensenbach 6 x Tealwood) 2 bll'!Ulches, 4 buds, royal purple, White
"S;ir1 form. (One judge wrote me after bloom season 'I could never
understand how anyone could tfi!n't:;.an iris badly enough to steal it but
when I saw 177 I began to know how they felt 1 )
178 ( Gatineau x Tealwood) Tealwood color, erect standards.
~ (Tealwood x Sensenbach 19) flared ruffled medium purple.
190 (Sensenbach 6 x Illini aicore) short flared mad.Ji:lim red grape,
partial white signal.
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191 sib to 190; deep blue-purple with large greenish white signal.
196 sib to a cove; wide red gTape with sizeable off-white signal.
197 sib to above; 2 brancnes, 4 buds, wide red.
1103 (Li"tle Tricolor x Tealwood) one branch, red grape wine with
luminous signal area wash of blue, little white- chartreuse brown
hafts.
1102 sib to a t ove; short, 2 branched, color as in Little Tridolor.
1107 (Sensenbach 6 x Illini ifilcore j 2 branches, no:nnal form, light
navy.
1108 (Drea;ning Spires x Tealwood) one branch, little signal, medium
bL.e.

1109 (Carrie Lee x Tealwood) light red wine, blue wash, small signal,
chartreuse haft.
1118 ( white l1aginficence s I. pseudacorus) large blue-purple flower,
green-brown2haft, little or no signal.(Many Siberianites have. thought
of this as a way to get yellow; apparently we should give up this
id~a; in any case we now have Dreaming Yellow- K. V.)
1119 (Sensenbach 6 x Tealwood) 4 ouds, 2 branches, normal form,
lighter bicolor, little signal, medium large flower, green haft •
.!ill (Jimmy's Gem x Sensenbach 14) wide rose red, rib of style arms
blue.
ill2. (Sensenbach 6 x Tealwood) wide lu:ninous medium purple, 1 branch.
1150 (Sensenbach 6 x Illini &core) 2 branches, 4 buds, wide, hint of
grape, medium red, slight signal.
1151 sib to above; wide, near self of aqua blue, light violet tint,
turquoise style riil, almost flat form.
1152 (Jimmy''S Gem x Tealwood) smooth lustrous purple, breast high, 2
buds,
1153 (Mandy i'1orse x Teal wood) light purpla with flat form.
1154 ( Gatineau x Draa.ming Spires) 2 branches, 4 buds, large blue with
purple cast. EC '71.
1161 (Carrie Lee x Teal wood) 1 branch, 3 buds, large medium purpleblue, white signal.
1162 (Dreaming Spires x Tealwood) 2 branches, 4 buds, bright medium
blue- ·l· selof~. , wide.
1163 (Bickley Cape x Sensenbach 14) wide wide lavender blue.
1166 ( Gatineau x Dreaming Spires) 2 buds, chest high, wide lustrous
purple, medium size signal.
1168 sib to above: later, more lwanous purple than Tealwood, flares,
and furls to a V at tip of falls.
1169 (Mandy Morse x Teal wood) 1 branch, 2 buds, big medium purple.
1171 (Sensenbach 17 selfed) l branch, big, deep deep purple-tinged
blue.
1173 (Pirouette x Tealwood) 2 buds, large, flat standards, slightly
furled deep purple-blue, slight signal.
1177 (Sensenbach 6 x Tealwood) 2 branches, little signal, turquoise
midrib, wine-red-rose.
- 14 -
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1178 (Bickley Cape x Sensenbach 14) 2 branches, big, veined light blue.
x Blue Moon) slightly flared and ruffled warm white,
light chartreuse haft.
1199 (Wisley White x self) spatulate, horizontally flared falls, all
edges furled, white with light chartreuse haft.
~ (Blae Brilliant x Tealwood) 24", blue-violet blend.
1290 (Wis1ey White x Gatineau) 2 buds, medium blue, big flower.

1179 ( Gatineau

In closing let me repeat the first things 1: look for are persoil"'
ality and substance. If these are not present it is not worthy of
introduction, regardless of whether it may have ample buds, good
branching, clarity of color, good plant habits, etc. desirable as
these t r aits are.
May 20 to June 1 is our norlllal peak bloom of Siberians. We do
welcome visitors- come and enjoy their beauty with us •
. {Note: The::-e you have three approaches to hybridizing- '.-1 rs. Wiswell
makes a .few crosses, anjoys her seedlings, lets her curiosity make
a choice · of parents, and is, like ~ost of us, a happy amateur, a real
'Back Yard Pollen Dauber'; Mrs. Tiffney makes many crosses in pursuit
of scientific information to back up, or break~ or produce a theoryand probably has just as much fon in the process; Mr. Varner make.a
many crosses to find out what the parents can deliver in the way of
useful characteristics for further breeding toward an ideal Siberian
iris. And he probably gets a lot of fun out of it too!- though I do
kind of shudder at the thought of having to line out so many seedlings
each year. Each in hi s or her own way is making a contribution to
our knowledge of .Siberians. And from these different fields of work,
these varying attitudes to hybridizing, have come and will come just
about all the newer Siberians- P. E.)

.- .- .- .

WOND~RRJL

SIBiRIANS

Bee Warburton
Westboro, Mass.
In the beginning I tolci Kevin I would write him an article about
using more kitchen-type utensils for the colchicine treatment.* Disposable Petri dishes, Panodrench, alcohol lamps, lllliltipots, jiffy mix
~re all a problem to assemble. A test tube is a nuisance to a nonexpert; it won't stand up, and you have to have a rack for it- how
about plastic medecine vials? Filter paper- what's wrong with paper
*Mcl!.'wen, Currier, Indll.ction-:of' Tetraploidy in: Siberian Irises. Bull.
AIS # 197,. April 1970, p. 32
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towels? Petri dishes- why not margarine tubs? Wonder if a strong creolin disinfectant would sterilize them enough? Or perhaps an alcohol
bath? Pipettes- medicine droppers of course- and for forceps, eyebrow
tweezers. As for an alcohol lamp, a match will flame the alcohom on
the forceps.
For washing the seed after treatment, a nylon mesh bag made out
of old curtains for each cross is fine (What about sections of old
nylon stockings? R. ~.), a great many will hang over the edge of a
single plastic ice-cream carton taking little room in the sink or tub,
w:C-iile a slow stream of wat.:lr nms through; Orville Fay says a haifhour is enough and that it isn't n?cessary to wash for the seeds' sake
out only to protect your hands while planting the treatea seeds.
At this point I had wri t ten a caution about the dangers of using
Colcf..icine, ·and had sent a d.raft copy to Currier J1~C.:!.'wen for comment.
He adued trie following note in thi? margin, in part: "I don't know
wherethe idea started that Colchicine is dangerous ••• there is no dan~
ger in the a.wount that one ::d.ght get on his . hands. The dose for the
first day of treatment of an acute attack of gout is 4 to 5 milligrams
by mouth, or 3 mg. intravenously, and the whole amount in the little
packets I gave you was only 50 mg. I don't want to e~urage careless
handling, out also I don't want to see peopl e scared awaf from using
it. The candy type of aspirin for children is a lot more dangerous
.around the house than is colchicine which tastes nasty!" Since
C~rri er is an arthritis specialist wt.o deals with Colchicine professionally, his world on it may be considered definitive.
Kevin may not like it if I ramble, but it was a long time ago
that he asked me, about the time my Siberian season started, early in
February, with planting of seed in Petri dis.lies; and here I a:n at the
end of June, still making crosses, sending in appl:i:catioti. blanks for
four introductions- my first- and gathering, recording and counting
up the failed tags fro:n the pollinating experiment which Currier and
I have <i.one for our Scientific Coillllli ttee. There is a report on this
further on in this issue. rt was interesting to do, and gave me
enough seed material to treat with colchicine next winter, and some
serendipitous discov~ries, too; one of them resulted in the invention
or a term for a measure of pollen.
For ten days after the first flowers came out on my White SWirl
the poor row had alr:iost no flowers showing. All were either stripped,
or bagbed, or tied up with strihps of foliage before they could open.
Part of the experiment called for using pollen from immature buds,
and the only way I could get it was to ream it out of the unopened
pollen sacs. W:-i.ile I wa~ doing this, I noticed that the White Swirl
anthers looked exactly like the ones I was working with, so naturally
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I tried reaming them ·out too, and to iny amazement found that they had
about the same amount of pollen of normal appearance. In my exuberance
over this discovery, I invented a measure for pollen: a 'teep', the
amount that would carry on the small emd of a flat Jpoth,E_ick, or
'teeper'. Each anther of White Swirl would give six good teeps, three
from each side. One teep of pollen is more than ample for a single
flower, but :i: have had good luck applying the entj,,;re teep to one of
the_three stigmas. Thli.s each White Swirl anther will pollinate six
flowers, if you can hang onto it long enough to dig out all six tepps.
A really full anther of a prize pollen-bearer might have as many as
ten or 12 teeps, but six 1s a very fair amount. ~In case you think
this is funny_, the term for the amount of powder that will stay on
the lastl/4 inch of the broad end of a flat toothpick is a tk- see
your Arasan package! And, although the round, pointed-end toothpick
teeps better, a slight breeze will carry off the precious teep of
pollen.
Currier uses the anthers straight, and he explains how he makes
the anthers give up their pollen: "I squeeze the anther gently and
wiggle it at the same time, and almost always (including White Swirl)
the sacs open up.") ( Note- I have opened unco-operative anthers by
stroking gently along thtl opening-line of each valve with a fine
sewing-needle and after three or four strokes most will pop openp. S.) When I was in Sou th Harpswell looking at the work he was doing,
I had the good sense not to ask him i f he knew that White Swirl RAD
pollen, but rather to inquire whether he had ever GOT anything from
White Swirl pollen. Of course he had, although he said that selfed
seed didn' t germinate very well, and he had only two si:ledlings which
hadn't bloomed yet. I have a number of selfed capsules, but also a
IlllDlber of pods set on various seedlings, not too carefully selected,
since my purpose was to test the pollen viability. Now I'll have to
test its germinability too ••• and then- can a person who just lined
out 338 40-chromosome Siberian seedlings from the Species Group Seed
Sale, aft er setting 100 as the limit, resist growing ANY germinatild
seedling? (Two chrysographes hybrids of Kevin's led me into this trap
by their luscious coloring.)
You see, there is a whole volume of stories in this past season.
The colchicining went on all winter, and thanks to Currier's instructions and help with all the necessities and luxuries- colchicine all
weighed out in packets, staeks of disposable Petri dishes, and Panodrench for seed-soaking- the seeds doubled properly; a few survuved
and are lined out and growing; most of these are increasing and will
no do~bt . turn .out to be, if affected at all, chimeras at the lowest
possible level of doubled cells. If I can turn out even one that is
crossable at the tetraploid level I'll be happy, especially if it
should be one from the most wanted combination, what I call 'shad'
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for shadow- a pattern in deep blue with the center of the falls considerably lighter . than the edges. This seedling and sibs backcrossed
to White Swirl gives seed for treatment that is three times White
Swirl- i. e. (White Swirl .X: (White Swirl x ( W'ni te Swirl x &ic the
Red))). In addition to using ~'bite Swirl seed entirely for the. colchicine treatment, White Swirl also forms the backbone for my part
of the pollinating experiments; one goo<i tr.ing about this is that ma.by
of the insects that befoul the Siberian flowers greatly prefer those
with blue flowers, and this seems particularly true of the iris weevil, a small round black-snouted beetle which makes holes in the buds
and mangles thr open flowers. It attacks bearded irises. almost exclusi valy ruining blua or purple ones, but breeds entirely in apogon
buds. It undoubtedly came to me from I. versicolor in the swamp over
the way. Like the iris borer it seems to be solitary- one to a podbut oneis enough. He can finish off 75-100% of the seeds, and leaves
any re::iainder dubious or contaminated. This interferes with the
necessarJ sterile germination for the colchicine treatment, although
Panodrench seems to take care of it.
The insect axplosion of 1971 may be only the beginning. Mary
Kanela told us that she had not one single good Siberian flower this
year; all had been e~ten out in bud by some unfamiliar beast in the
fo:r;n of a white grub which matures before the flower opens. ·, .;nl
somebody please investigate this critter before he ruins our plans
for Sioerian improvement and promotion?
Tr.is yaar I selected four of the 'Three times White Swirls' to
register because it became evident that the tetraploid work is not
immediately spactacular in all respects, an<i is going to be a slow
process of i ~provem~nt; and in the meantime, for the first time we
ilave a going program of pla:med improvement in the diploids, with
more and more hybridizers joining in. Not only are the new diploids
gorgeous plante in themselves, but they are needed in the work to improve the tetraploi<is. It is my opinion with which many agree that
't/"ni te Swirl is crucial to both programs, and. that without it, developing the tetraploids would be a very long process. Tatraploidy does
SoJ etimes result in largar size, but this to me (naturally!) is a
dubious improvement. Tetraploidy does so~eti mes give velvet, but diploids such as Ttialwood already have velvet which should be exploited
for it greatly improves the reds and enhances the deep violets.
Denis Wharton pointed out a narrow silver edging on the new tetras
at Currier's, but this has limitations. Fringe at the midribs of the
styles, which could be made into a distinctiva feature, occurs in
di ploids as well as in tetraploids. I have plans for developing the
'shad' pattern; the big question is, what will tetraploidy do to such
a specific color distribution?
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Slowness in development of the tetras can be laid to the method
of inducing tetraploidy which involves · the run of a cross rather than
selected seedlings. Thus the parent of my second White Swirl cross
was a oae-from-100 selection of the first, by Eric the Red. In this
second cross, 69A, the quality was so high that I numbered over 50
seedlings, but even such a precentage is no guarantee that the one
that doubles and 'proves fertile will carry through a wanted trait. It
is because of this that the self-set White Swirl seed would be so
important, for next to clonal doubling of a mature pl&it of White
Swirl itself, a difficult assignment, a doubled seedling of White
Swirl selfed would be our best chance of bringing the famous variations it imparts to the level of diredt breeding among tetraploids.
Here let me admit that there~ other forms than those the
White Swirl derivatives show, and there~ enthusiasts who prefer
the downhanging, fluttery types. Currier's first big tetraploid shows
graphically how a stiff flare can change; for instance, Gatineau's
big round falls, which are pendulous from the end of the hafts, and
stiffen them out horizontally into an absurd shape like a propeller.
He keeps this plant out ?f sentiment, since it was his first tetraploid; but also to remind him that tetraploidy is not an end in
itself, but a tool to be used with care in making better Siberian
irises.

.- .- .- .
A RE!lORT OF A Ri!;SEARCH PROJ.cl:CT 'ID Ti!!ST VARIOUS
.Mii;T.tiODS OF MAKING CROSSt:S OF SIB~RIAN IRISii:S.

Currier Mc~wen and Bee Warburton
South Harpswell, Me.; lfesthoro, Mass.
It is well known that Siberian irises are so readily pollinated

by insects or wind that crosses made after t he flowers have opened

cannot be relied on so far as the identity of the pollen parent is
concerned. Hence it is customary to artificially open unopened buds
and use them for crosses. However there is uncertainty as to how
mature the flowers which are to serve as the parents should be to
permit a successful result. One common prac t ice bas been to 'strip'
a bud (dissect it open and remove its anthers, falls and standards)
and then cover it with gauze (•bag' it) to prevent pollination by
insects while waiting for it to become mature enough t o be fertile.
Another method recently recommended by McGarvey is to dissect open
a bud, remove anthers and standards, cross pollinate it at once and
then tie up the falls. The latter measure is designed to keep the
pollen deposited on the stigma from drying out until both it and
the stigma have matureq enough to be fertile.
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The project hare reported was designed to test the effectiveness
of these methods. It was undertakan as a project of the Research Committee by Bee Warburton and Currier Mc.i!:wen.
Method:
The following series of crosses of Siberian irises was made:
A- 30 cros ses were made using freshly stripped buds of a size not
expected to open spontaneously for 12-24 hours, and pollen from
similarly 9pened buds of comparable stage of maturity. In this
group the crosses were made at once and the flowers, from which
anthers, falls and standards had been stripped, were bagged at
once with gauze.
B- 26 crosses were made using immature buds as in method A as pod
parents but with pollen from mature flowers. As in A, anthers, falls
and standards had been removed from the pod parent, and it was
bagged at once.
C- 28 crosses were made with immature flowers stripped as above and
immmediately bagged. The gauze was removed next day to permit
pollination with immature pollen as in A, and the gauze was then
replaced.
~ 29 crosses were made as in C exceot that the pollen used the
second day was from a mature flower.
~ 35 crosses were made usin& immature buds dissected open but with
on1y anthers and standards removed. Pollen froc a similarly immature flower was used at once and the falls were then tied up to
enclose .the style arms and stigma.
F- 26 crosses were made using immature buds dissected as in E except
that the pollen used was from a mature flower. The falls were then
tied up as in E.
G- 31 crosses were made as in A except that the buds of the pod f'lower
were nearly mature and would be expected to open in another l to 4
hours. As in A, the pollen was from an immature bud, and the dissected flower was bagged as soon as it was pollinated.
H- 32 crosses were made as for G but mature buds were used for both
pod and pollen parents.
I- 32 crosses were made using mature buds as in G but with the falls
left on the pod parent, and pollen was taked from immature buds.
The falls of the pod parents were then tied up as in E.
3~ 33 crosses were made as in I, but mature buds were used for both '
Parents. The falls were then tied up as in I.
K- In addition to the above group of ten experiments done by both
authors, an eleventh was carried out by Bee Warburton. This consisted of 20 buds opened artificially while still immature and
stripped of anthers, falls and standards. They were not han.d -pollina ted and were given no protection to prevent subsequent pollination by insects or wind.
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~

Maturity, of
Pod Parent Pollen Parent

Time of
Crose

A

Immature

Inna.ture

·At once Bagged

B

Immatur~

Mature

c

Dissected Immature
immaturepollinated
mature

D

89.me as C

Mature

~

Immature

Immature

F

Immature

Mature

It

G

Mature

Immature

II

H

Mature

Mature

II

I

Mature

Immature

"

J

M:ature

I'.ature

II

K

I~ture

Mot hand
pollinated

iCode

I\)

.....

mature

II

II

24 hours
later

II

Protection
Supplied

Number of Crosses
B.W.* c.w~ Tot.

Number of Takes Percent
B. W. * C.McE** Tot.

18

12

30

0

6

6

20

II

17

9

26

2

4

6

23

n

18

10

28

0

4

4

14

It

16

13

29

10

7

17

58

19

16

35

7

5

12

34

17

9

26

6

4

10

39

Bagged

20

11

31

2

3

5

16

"

17

15

32

13

jiO

23

72

20

12

32

3

9

12

38

13

20

33

13

Ul

25

79

20

0

0

0

At once Falls
tied up

None

II

Falls
tied up
II

None

20

* B. w.- Cro sses made by Bee 'l{arbutton
**C. Mc£. - Crosses made by Currier Mc~'wen
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Results:
The res~lts are summarized in the Table on page 21. It can be seen
that crosses of immature buds with mature or im:na:turre pollen placed
on the buds at once (A &: B) were successful in less than one fourth
of the attempts. Tying up the falls after such crosses increased the
successful takes to about one third ( .!: j, F). Bag:._: ing stripped immature buds and crossing them the following day with immature pollen
gave ta.lees in only 14% of tha tries ( c) but the same procedure using
mature pollen was successfulin more than half the attempts (D).
Clearly, the best result~ were obtained by using •mature' buds
for both parents. Immature pollen placed on a mature bud gave a
succes sful result in only 16% of tries (G), but when mature pollen
was used in the same manner 7~ wer e successful (H). Tying up the
falls after using iwmature pollen on mature buds doubled the rate of
successful takes to 38% (I) as compared with G; and thti same method
after using mature pollen gave the best results of all, 79'% successful ta.lees ( J).
Line K in the Table shows that not one of the 20 buds stripped
of anthers, falls and standards and not intentionally pollinated
set a pod in spite of the fact that they were not covered by gauze
or given any other protec~ion against pollination.
Conclusions:
The results of these experiments permit the following conclusions:
1. In making cros ses of Siberian irises best results can be achieved
by selecting both as pod and as pollen parents flower buds which
are reaching maturity and can be expected to open in a few hours.
2. If such buds are used it probably makes little difference whether
the buds are stripped. of anthers, falls and standards and bagged
or are stripped merely of anthers and standards and the falls then
used to cover the styles, although the latter metlhod is easier.
3. If less mature buds are to be used as either parent, it is preferable to tie up the falls after the cross is made.
4. The time-honored procedure of bagging s tripped buds for crossing
the next day is not necessary and its results do not warrant the
delay and inconvenience entailed.
5.

results suggest that stripped buds do not attract
insects and that it is not necessary to bag them. This will be te
tested further nBxt year, however, before it is stated as a firm
conclusion.
~reliminary
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TH.:: 40

CHROMOOOM~

SIBH:RIANS

Jean Witt
Seattle, Washingto11.
My experience with species Siberians has been primarily with
those of the 40-chromosome group from ~stern Asia. They are plants
of damp meadows and si:reamsides, forming large clumps of grassy, de-.
ciduous foliage,- with many slender erect stems, usually two-flowered.
They more than make up for the two-flowered habit by- the number of
stalks per clump, sometimes into the dozens on a large plant. They
come easily from seed, and once established, seldom need dividing
until they have outgrown their space. Dividing is usually done in
the fall in Seattle but can be done in the spring in colder areas.
For me, these species grow successfully \inder the ordinary
border conditions that suit the garden varieties of Siberians; however, in our very porpus gravelly soil, they r~quire extra mois ture
during the spring and early summer i n order to bloom well. Drying
spring winds just after the leaves start into growth seem to be
especially hard on them, delaying bloom or preventing it entirely.
I now have all my Siberians in a bed with extra peat moss added to
help retain moisture, and a cover of bark mulch to keep the weeds
down. Seattle's mild climate is no test of their hardiness- that
will have to be done elsewhere. I. forrestii, at least, comes from
a high mountain region and should be able to take harsh winters.
The '40s' seem to suffer less from winter rot than do the I. sibirica-I. sanguinea derivatives; I. delavayi is perhaps a little more
susceptible than the others.
At the present time six species of 40-chromosome Si berians are
available in the U. S. : Ii. chrysographes, forrestii, wilsonii, clarlli• delavayi and bulleyana. I have seem haterial that may be 1· jykc
dykesii, but will r eserve -judgement until I can locate some clonal
material from Slg'land. I. phragmetitorum is not, to my knowledge, in
cultivation.
To me, the '40s' are a much more i ntriguing group than the
garden Siberians and their antecedents. Their color range includes
yellow, and I. ChrfSOgraphes has two anthocyanins instead of just
one, a mauve malvadin in addition to the dark delphinidin. Hybridization appears to have split them into a wealth of color and form
that the '28s' at present cannot offer. The ease with which bees
effect crosses among the '40s' is nothing short of phenominal. This
i s great for the raising of new and interes ting seedli ngs , but complicates the propagation of authentic species material from seeds.
Seed lots can stray rather far from the type in a couple of generations where several so~ ci e s are grown i n close pro~mity. With Dykes'
monograph in band, let us see what the various species should loo~
like, and what we presently possess, descended from them.
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I. chr;ysographes (Dykes 1911) was collected in China by ~. H.
Wilson in 1908. It is illustrated in color in Bot. Mag. t. 8433, 1912,
and in Dykes' The Genus Iris. It is found in Szechwan and Yunnan. The
'Rubella' form was collecteci. by Kingdon Ward in 1921, in Western
China. It received an A. M. from the Royal liorticul tural Society in
1927. I. chr;ysographes is unquestionably the most striking species of
tni.s group, with its flowers cut from red- black velvet embroi.dered
with signals of "guldan writing". Its form is typical of the groupdelicato nearly horizontal styles and standards, and large pendant
falls- a distinvtive form, far removed from current trends. My 'clones,
mostly from seed, some of it direct from .:IDgland, run the gallllit from
10" to 3' in height, earl./ to late bloom season, much to virtually no
yellow signal, and from bright red-violet to deep blue-violet and ;;,:.,
nearly black. 'Rubella', and 'Kew Black', an Va.riations of the type
distinctive enough to have received names. Many hybrids, particularly
with I. forrestii, were named by Perry during the 1920' s.
I. forrestii (Dykes 1910) was collected by George Forrest in !!()
northwest Yunnan and has the common name, Yunnan Iris. As shown in
D<Jkes' color plate i t is a pleasing light · yellow flower with erect
standards and the sama color pendant falls. with a minimum signal of
dark lines and dots. Ky best cl ones could have posed for that portrait and are almost butter yellow; others show increasing amounts of
purple dotting, and I suspect that some at leas t represent F2aggregates from crosses with I. chrysographes. Some of these plicata-like
spotted fo:rms are very attractive; others are rather drab. Clones
range in height from 10" to 3', and bloom from early to late June.
Perry listed the variety 'Forrestii Major' in 1930, and made ?IWllerous hybrid combinations. Flowers from the cross I. forrestii x
I. wilsonii were depicted in color in the ·Revue Horticole 109: 18,
542, June 16 1937.

I. wilsonii (c. li. iiright 1907) is from western Hupeh and
Shensi and was collected _by ~. H. Wilson whose name it bears. It is
taller an.rI·later than the previous species, with somewhat less attractive flowers of a paler yellow. Foliage has a slightly grayish cast.
It is illustrated in color in Dykes' The Gdnu.s Iris. From the bclhavior
of @irden clones, I suspclct that it has been well mixed with other
spclcies. Some of my very late, tall material is obviously of hybrid
origin, perhaps involving I. aelavayi; others show affinities with
I. chr;ysograuhes and I. forrestii. A cross of (I. wilsonii x Chrysofor)
X (I. delavayi x ••• ) is at t ributed to Perry, so fois is not surprisA
ing.

I. C.elavayi (Micheli 1895) from southwestern China was introduced into Le Jardin Des Plantes in Paris in 1889 from seeds sent by
the missionary Delavay fro ~ Yunnan. It falowered first in ~land in
- 24 -
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1898~ .Forrest lat?r found it on the Tali Range in 1906. Kingdon Ward

tells of finding it in the Tsangpo Gorge. With me, this species is
ve!"'J tall and very late, with wider , s~outer foliage that the others~
Its flowers have pendant, almost dogeared falls in blue and violet
with white signals. This year i t went out of flower around the lst
of July just as the Japanese irises came in. It is piotured in colorin Bot. Mag. 125, t. 7661, 1899; also in Dykes' The Genus Iris.
Crosses of I. delavayi with Ii. clarkei, forrestii and wilsonii, as
well as with species from other sections, were made by Perry in England in the 1920' s. His 'Delavayi Pallida' received the British
Iris Society's Silver Gilt Medal in 1928. His Del-For hybrids were
pictured in color in the Revue Horticole 109: 18, 542 for June 16,
1937, and in black and white in The Garden 405: June 17, 1926t Mirza 1
~Yeld 1925) is a named I. delavayi seedling which is in the back!!'
ground of my spotted seedling Camouflage.
I. clarkei (Baker 1892) was described from Sikkim. It ranges
from Western China to the Piimalayas. Kingdon Ward encountered it in
the Tsangpo Gorge, and George Taylor describes a form "with whiteblotched, dark lustrous purple" flonrs as common in the Tsangpo
Valley.'Azurea' and 'Purpurea' fo:nns were listed by Snith in 1927.
This species is also late 'blooming, toward the end of June iri Seattle,
and is ithe:, only one of the group with a branched stem. Two strains
~ be recognized in the current local material- one that resembles
the plate in Dykes, with very pendant falls and dull veiny blue
coloring- a rather dour sort of flower. The other bas semi-flaring
flowers in bright violet-blue, and a white and yellow signal in the
outline of an inverted heart or bu~terfly. Ground color of the petals
is white. My husband while in &!gland photographed still another type,
shorter and with purple flowers, possibly the 'Purpureai alluded to
above. rt is recorded as having been crossed with r. delavayi; soma
of my clones appear to reflect such ancestry.
I. bulleyana (Dykes 1910) from western China has been the subject of much controversy. Its status as a species has sometimes been
questioned- apparently incorrectly. Cowan in his book, "The Journilys
and Plant Introductions of George .Forrest", 1952, pp. 169-170, says
that .Forrest brought back herbarium specimens from S. E. Tibet and
from Yunnan which are identical with the plant that Dykes received
from and named for A. E• .Bulley. This as any collector of Californicae will tell you does not rule out a hybrid origin, but does establish I. bulleJana as a wild anti ty.
Dykes' plate shows a pleasing flower of flaring form, rather
than pendant, and spotted rathet than solidly colored in blue violet
over white, with the dottir.g gathered together into a well defined

*

and July 16, 1927
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signal. No s _,edlings that I have been able to raise, either from English or American sources, bear any resemblance to the original and
-.ome are very far afield. The ill).lstration on p. 33 in The American
Iris &ciety' s The Iris, An Ideal Hardy Perennial, 1947, shows the
spotted pattern but not the flower form, and the statement made there
that it is not a true species since it does not come true from seed
suggests that the material pictured was already of hybrid origln.
The flower illustrated in my article in AI.S Bull. 166: 17, July 1962
is !!Ot' ;u.·~ bulleyana at all, but probably related to the old Bi.berian
Variety Grandis. Crosses with I. bulleyana began early. Correvon
listed '.Bulleyana Carnea• in 1930, Vilmorin bad I. bulleyana x L..
forrestii seedlings in 1938, and in 1925 Perry bad '.Bulleygraphes',
a cross of I. bulleyana -x I ch.rysographes which was illustrated in
The Garden 405: July 17, 1926; also in 1930 '.Bulleyana Pallida' •
.L:.:..;d,tk:esii (Stapf 1933) ? w. China, was found in Dykes• garden
after his death. It is said to have been sent to him from Leningrad
and came possibly from China. It is illustrated in color in Bot.
Mag. 155 t. 9282, 1933. It resembles I. cmsographes but has disproportina tely large falls of a deep violet-blue with a golden median
line. Some of the plants we have in Seattle have these extra large
falls, however, we usually think of them as simply super-chrysographes, since they are seedlings. ·clonal material from Q1gland, so
tar as I know, is not available in the U. s.
I. phragmitetorum (Handel-Mazzetti 1925) was described from
Yunnan in 1925. Flowers are said to be blue, but no further information is available. Now that the long-closed door to Red China
seems to be swinging open, perhaps we can hope that we will some day
see this one. Shina still holds a number of irises not presently
represented in cultivation in the west.
Kingdon Ward, writing in the Bulletin of the Alpine Garden
Society 4: p. 237, Septemb.ar 1936, tells of sowing seed of an iris
of the Siberian section from Tibet (K. W. 11712) having standards of
pale violet, and falls yellow or cream lightly veined violet, which
he felt was "probably new". Did the seeds germinate? Was it new? Is
it still extant? Prehaps some of our members will be able to unearth
additional clues to this one.
From this brief sketch of the historical background, it is easy
to see why such a host of color fonns are appearing in seed lots of
40 chro~osome Siberians today. It also raises some very interesting
ques tions. Do all flowers with dotted patterns and flaring form as
seen in the sketch of Puget Polka on the previous page descend from
those original crosses of I. bulleyapa? Or are dotting and flaring
carried as recessives by some of the other species? Or has dotting
appeared as the result of hybridization between either of the yellowflowered species with any of the blue or purple flowered ones? Perry
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named a series of Chryso-For seedlings in which colors broke or seg-:rega ted into spotted types, some of which correspond rather well to
Puget Polka. My Ugly fucklings( raised from I. chrysographes seed, but
apparently actually from a Chryso-For hybrid} also give spotted
seedlings, mostly on yellow ground. I have one seedling related to
I. wilsonii that is bordered with delicate lines and dots after the
manner of Mme. 'Chereau. (Note: I have one also with brown stitching
on yellow from. Kitton yellows- K. V.) Another clone, of undetermined
hybrid origin, has so little dotting as to appear will te. My Camouflage, with darker dotting and pendant falls, is descended through
'Mirza Citronella' from I. delavayi, while a third seedling with the
garden name 'Brizance' (so called because viewing its somewhat odd
color is a 'shattering* ' experience) is striped as well as dotted.
Work with 40 chromosome Siberians seems to have languished during World War II, as mighe be expected, but was taken up again in
recent years by M. 8. Kitton. Ii. delavayi, wilsonii and forrestii
are among the species he has used; and he also has produced spotted
types as well as some with coppery tones. He described his seedlings
Oyster Bird, Yellow Court and Barbara's Choice i~ BIS Yearbook 1964,
pp 63-66.
~le I have found the '40s' good garden subjects on their own
merits, my current interest in them is for use in crosses with Pacific Coast irises. Dykes Medal winner Margot ifolmes pales into insignificance beside some of the Cal-Sibe hybrids now coming into bloom
in the gardens of various Washington and Oregon hybridizers. Their
story will be told a few seasons hence. &lffice it to say now: CalSi.bes are going to be a class to keep your eye on. It is my prediction that they are about to undergo the same sort of spurt of devel- ·
opment that the SDBs have shown over the past twenty years.

A OORT OF 5m1M.IRY

Peg

~wards

There you have it, kids- our 'Special' on hy:;!'idizing Siberians.
of hybridizers, research to help hybridizers, background
on material to be used by hybridizers- even talk of a new name for
one group- and here I want to stick in my two cents' worth. I have
two possible suggestions to offer. Inasmuch as most of the 40-chr.
Species either come from or at least are found among other places, in
Yunnan, w. China, might we not call them the Yunnan Group? Or since
apparently all come from th~ laountain complex call~d the liimalayas,
which extends from West Pakistan through northern India and Tibet
into China. proper, might we not consider calling them the Himalayan
Group?
ii!xperience~
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Tfu": Gru!!Tli:ST

Mildred Johnson
•• You can say that again! Wbat a teemendous season this garden
had! 3GO bloomed on a first-year plant so beautifully it was overwhelming. Pictures and descriptions are just nor anough to match
the flower that popped up from the good green foliage- and on~ a
first year plant, at that.
The color was so brilliant it fairly spa~ed in the sun, and
the form is perfection itself. It also has the quality of preserving extrGmely well- it hardly dulled doW!l at all and did not even
dar~ed a full shade (as most flowers do when they are dried.) It
had two stalks, one of which was crossed, the ot her preserved in
Silica-,Gel. I'hat one i s in m;; l·~agic Ball- the crystal I used at the
Denver Conv.;intion showing off -~'hi tc Swirl.
Sor ry to say, D.!.~iF.jI, did no t respond as wall; it gr.;w nic.:ily but
did not bloom. Wait till next year! Of the two species Dr. Hirao
sent me fro~ Japan, the taller darlc purple bloomed and this was crossed to ~GO and revers e. Probably it will set 6GO breeding back 40
generations , but perhaps luck will h.;ilp in making the next generation
or two worth having. It's fun thinking of the possibilities when one
makes these crazy crosses.
On a vi sit to the west Coast we saw SPAiiKLii'lG ROS3 in Lura
Roache's garden in Los Angeles; it was exci_ting- such a glow, and so
big! Now if we can make it do half as well in our hot summer gardens
we'll be happy. While on the coast we visited the Southern California
Iris Soci aty .'.:>now and saw a nice display of Siberians- on a table
labeled Pacific Coast Hy orids. w;;; hate to complain so we casually
mentioned that they lookeci like ,Siberians to us ••• they said they were,
and we felt much better. The Pacific Coast irise s surely have some
exciting brilliance and color, but the Siberians held their own.
At t he Utah Iris Show in Salt Lake City, we put in an educational
exhibit of many Siberians; now everyone wants to know 'Where .c an I
get Siberians?' Perhaps a listing of sources in our publications would
help.
Jude;ing at Salt Lake a."ld Logan, Utah was exciting, and we also
visiteci the Ogden, Utah show, mald:ng this an iris season of delight.
I have been and will continue, experim.:;nting with the effects of
warm soil and full sun vs. cool soil and little sun to prolong the
bLom s~son. Tb~ following results seem to carry out some of my
suspicions: (dates when oloo~ started)
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. April 28, South exposure •
May 5, Southeast 11
May ll, South
t1

• • Mrs. Rowe
• Mrs. Rowe
Butterfly, Lady Northcliffe,
Mor ning Magic
II
May 13, South·
• • • • My Love
ti
ti
• Snowcrest
May 14,
!liay 17, two inches of snow fell
• Gatineau, Silvartip, Tycoon
May 23, South exposure
II
II
May 24,
• • • • Mandy t!iorse, Periwinkle
II
II
• • • •
Cool Spring, Congo Drums
May 25,
N
orth
exposure
Joretta
May 29,
ti
Seedlings- Joretta x Cool Spring
Kay 30,
(none earth-shattering)
II
June 5, Nothr
My Love, Kingfisher
II
Snow Flare, l•'. ountain Lake,
June 11, "
Cool Spring
11
•• Velvet Gown
June 14, 11
11
Juile 16, ii:ast
• • • • Tycoon
June 20, North
"
•• ~go
July 4 & 7, rebloom
My Love
'llhen all clumps are well established I can then obtain more
positive data of the effects of photoperiodi srn on blcilom of the
Siberian irises.

.- .- .- .
BACK TALK

Peg .:!!dwards
One nice thing about being tt.e editor of a publication, for as
talkative an individual as myself, is tbat you can fill all the gaps
at the bottoms of ,ages and even, someti mes, a full page that results
from the fact that a sheet of paper bound into booklet form has four
sides. I tried in preparing this 'issue to edit things down just enough
to get it all into 28 pages- seven sheets; but I found that I could
only manage that by putting Jean Witt's two beautiful drawings on the
same page, which would be too crowded and would not show them to the
good advantage they deserve. So we went to the next size, 32 pages,
included Mildred Johnson's article, and here I am with a little over
a page to play with.
I'd like to take someof the space to pay a greatly deserved
tributa to Kevin Vaughn who gathered and pre-edited thi:;i 'special'
issue on hybridizing. Kevin is still not through High School yet,
which may be why he has the gumption and the drive to take on these
jobs- special edition, special auctions- he is not yet old enough to
have bedn touched by the fear of failure that so often stops us aider
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people fro;a even starting to do something. C..:rtai.nly in view of how
he's done so far he hasn't any reason to fear failure- both last year's
and this year's aucti ons have b..:en highly successful- (of course he ·
had Bee Warburton as coadjutor there, or was it vice versa?) and looking over the pages I have typed up I must say he has succeeded in
putting together a very interes ting, informative and useful collection
of articles. Goog work, Kev!
In fact ms only complaint is that the last part of the Check: List
has had to be put off to the spring issue. That will include correcito
tions of errors in the last batch. I guess we are not going to get a
perfect Check List until the whole thing can be gathered into one
cover- which I hope will be some time in late 1972 o·r early 1973. It
can be expanded to include registration and introduction information
on varieties that were not included in the original version of the ·
three previous issues of TSI, prirna:Mly because the intormation was
not yet at hand, at the time I was dealing with that part of the alphabet.
Again in this issue you are getting a dose of my daffy typing.
I wish someone would volunteer to type up the pages for the printer.
We have twice tried using a good typist but in both cases these were
people who didn't know much about irises, and while their typing was
excellent, they did :il.Il several cases make errors of matter; missjlellings of technical terms, misinterpretations of unusual words, etc.
So we reFlly ntoed a competent typist who knows what the stuff is all
about. In thd meantime I guess we'll just have to make out with me.
Did I ever tell you how I got into iris breeOJ.ng? (Kind of appropriate for this issue. ) It was all Dr. Sidney Mitchell's fault. When
I was faced, in 1949, with having the care of a garden on a low budg~t after years of living in apartments, I did w:nat comes naturally
to me- I bought a book. Then I learned that irises came in more than
just the old dingy •hites, small yellows and gawky purples- heck, they
even had pinks! But the prices were way beyong my budget and I didn't
know anyone I could steal them from- so I bought another book- Dr.
!r.i tchell' s. He tole. me how to make my own irises, and I squeezed out
enough to buy one pl.a nt of Pink Cameo, to work with. This lad to. my
downfall, and now I am hooked. C'est le premier pa qui coute, as the
French cuckoo said while aating his foster parent.
I hope that this issue will inspire someone to attempt to investigate other aspects of the Siberians not covered here. 1 wish, too,
that so,neone would taice on the job of doing kar.{otype analyses of the
group, both the pure species and· the garden hybrids. I have a susi>icion about the 40s; on analysis they might prove to be tetras. In
some ways th.;y act like it. -Well, enoggh chat • .md of page.
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